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VGP Success in 2018!
(L- R) Jamie Adkins and Alexis Roche Jaune 0164/16, Pz. II 292 pts. (4-h search), Chad Kunz and Anna vom HügelHafen 0187/17 Pz. 1 298 pts. Vanita Skinner and Beatrix von Golden Sun 0006/16 Pz. II 291 pts. and Dusty Galer with
Bazil von Golden Sun 0002/16 Pz.III with 279pts.

Information for CDKA Members
There have been a few changes in the folks helping steer the CDKA ship. We would like to thank both
Clay Riggle and Jerry Kellogg for there service to the CDKA. Clay was our Vice Chairman and was
our Vice Chair under the pretense that when the club was secure and stable, he would bow out.
Thank you Clay for your assistance and insight. In the interim, Tobias Kawlath will be or Vice
Chair .Tobi can be reached at t.kawlath@m-at.de or at: 011491729505944.
Secondly, many thanks to Jerry Kellogg for his reporting of test results and JGHV seminar
scheduling. Jerry’s duties of Director of Testing have been taken over by Jamie Adkins. Jamie can be
reached at: roche_jaune@yahoo.com or phone at:406.633.0825.
Tom Skinner will temporarily be taking care of Director of Judge Development which Jerry also took
care of. Tom can be reached at: goldensundk@live.com, or phone 605.222.7173. Tom is in a
temporary capacity, so if any VR would like this responsibility, please contact Tom.
Speaking of Judging, we have three members who have qualified to enter the JGHV apprentice
program. We all hope these persons will seriously think about comitting to becoming a JGHV VR.
This is so very important for the growth and overall success of the German hunting dog success in
North America.
We also have a new person who has volunteered to audit/bookkeep/account the clubs finances.
Thank you Randy Jirsa for looking after the clubs finances.
Please consider forming a three person election comittee to hold an election of officers, any one of
you can take the bull by the horns !
The new breeding regulations came in effect in Germany, earlier this year. North American clubs are
exempt from getting blood samples to the clinic in Germany until an better/alternate route is devised.
Also elbow/OCD evaluation is not neccesaryat this time.
Please consult with the CDKA Breed Warden Hans Machetanz at: h.machetanz@online.de or call
0114916099193592 for any questions you have. you can also contact Vanita, as she can help also or
at least steer you in the right direction. Vanita’s e mail is : derkurzhaar@live.com. There is a new
kennel application procedure in place as well as a puppy inspection, which is in line with the VDH
requirements. Check with Hans about breedings/litters.
Manny Boutsikakis is our webmaster. Thank you for taking care of our website, Manny. Please submit
high quality photos to Manny for use on the website. Manny’s e mail is: vomsparta@gmail.com.
It is very important to review the CDKA Code of Conduct, this is what sets the CDKA apart from other
DKV/JGHV clubs. As a reminder, to our behavior to each other there is a new regulation in the JGHV
VZPO/VGPO; Para. 8 (11): “Any attempt to dispute -at a later point in time- the decision by the judges
or a decision by the protest panel, as well as any unfounded criticism challenging the objectivity of the
Association Judges can be penalized by the organizing club with the loss of membership, or the
temporary or permanent inadmissibility to future tests organized by this club. The JGHV business
manager must be notified of any such procedure.”
Happy Hunting! ~~~~

FEE SCHEDULE 2019
Zuchtschau $40.00
Btr. $40.00
Derby/VJP $85.00
Solms/HZP/AZP $110.00
VGP $150.00
20/40 Hr. Schweissprüfung $150.00
HN $ 10.00
9000# 150.00 (fee and application does not
guarantee number will be granted)
HD evaluation $65.00
OCD/Elbow evaluation: $35.00

2019 DUES CAN BE PAID AT
ANY TIME!!!
Please consider hosting a test or clinic in
your area!
Please contact the CDKA Director of Testing,
Jamie Adkins for more information:
Jamie can be reached by phone at
406.633.0825
or by e-mail at: roche_jaune@yahoo.com

The fee for non CDKA members to test in a
CDKA sanctioned event is $45.00
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
Feel free to post your hunting photos (no e-collars, please!), stories, testing photos, testing questions or
any other information pertaining to the CDKA and the German Versatile Dog on our informal
Facebook page: Deutsch Kurzhaar USA
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★

CDKA Bank Balance as of 29 November 2018 is: $8,698.61
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
2019 Litter Fees
DKV Kennel Name $50.00
Litter Registration $30.00
Per pup Registration and microchip $15.00
Per pup ahnentafel $15.00
Duplicate Ahnentafel $15.00
Postage and handling $25.00
(Fees subject to change!)

We have hats! $25.00 postage included!
info: derkurzhaar@live.com
The 2018 raffle was a success raising around $1,400 after all our expenses.

We would like to

thank everyone who sold and purchased tickets! This raffle would not have been possible without
the support of the following companies: Ruff Land Prefomance Kennels (formally Rufff Tuff
Kennels), Pete Fischer at Dogtra, Chazz Holt at Drahthaaraddiction.com, Tom Dokken at Dokken
Dog Supply, Inc., Steve Snell at gundogsupply.com, Wyn Johnson at countryvetpetfood.com, and
Randy Rasmussen at DeGrey Goose Camp. The money raised will help provide for future tests and
offsetting the costs associated with travel for our judges.
We are currently working on another rafffle for 2019. Prizes are still being determined and will be
annouced latter this fall or spring. If annyone has any contacts for potential donations or
suggestions for prizes please feel free to e-mail me at rtandvik@gmail.com.

2018 CDKA SPONSORED TEST RESULTS
VJP Pierre, SD
07.04.18
George III v Jadgkonig DD 233949 76Pts.
M: Margot ll vom Jagdkonig
V: Leiff vom Tapferen Herzen
F: Dan Carlson
11, 11, 10, 11, 11 76pts.
Haddie v Heuerhaus DD232737 67 pts.
M: Frosta vom Heuerhaus
V: Arnie vom Vogeljager
F: Dusty Galer
10, 10, 7, 10, 10 67pts.
Jupp v Flintenkamp DK077717 69pts.
M: Tina ll vom Theelshof
V: Gerry KS vom Donauland
F: Rye Waldman
10, 10, 10, 9, 10 69 pts.
Judges: Brian Cuperus, Leigh Betsch and Tom Skinner
Derby Pierre, SD
08.04.18
Jupp v Flintenkamp DK 077717 Prz. 1 (4H search)
M: Tina ll vom Theelshof
V: Gerry KS vom Donauland
F: Rye Waldman
4, 4h, 4, 4, 4, 4 Prz. 1 (4H search)
Beulah vom Hügel Hafen DK 0810/17 Prz.l
M: Dakota KS von Trocken Bach
V: Joker vom Gänsehimmel
F: Chad Kunz
4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4 Prz. l
Judges: Leigh Betsch, Brian Cuperus and Jim Wilson

Zuchtschau Pierre, SD
07.04.18
Zuchtschauleiter: Thomas Skinner
Young Males
Jupp v Flintenkamp DK0777/17
M: Tina ll vom Theelshof
V: Gerry KS vom Donauland
F: Rye Waldman
“SG”
Young Females
Beulah vom Hügel- Hafen DK 081017
M: Dakota KS von Trocken Bach
V: Joker vom Gänsehimmel
F: Chad Kunz
“SG”
Adult Females
Anna vom Hügel Hafen DK 001817
M: Dakota KS von Trocken Bach
V: Joker vom Gänsehimmel
F: Chad Kunz
“V”
Solms/AZP/HZP
Pierre, SD
12.10.18
Solms
Anna vom Hügel Hafen DK 001817 Prz. l, (4h search)
M: Dakota KS von Trocken Bach
V: Joker vom Gänsehimmel
F: Chad Kunz
4, 4h, 4, 4, 4, 4, —, —, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, Prz. l, (4h search)
AZP
Baltazhaar vom Golden Sun 000116 Prz.ll
M: Ottie von Kings Crossing
V: Finn vom Höllental
F:Ryan Advik
4, 3, 4, 4, 4, —, —, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4 Prz.ll
Judges: Leigh Betsch, Gerald Hennekes, Jim Seidl, and
Darwin Paddock

VGP
Pierre, SD
13.14.10.18
Anna vom Hügel Hafen Anna vom Hügel Hafen DK 001817 Prz. l, 298 pts.
M: Dakota KS von Trocken Bach
V: Joker vom Gänsehimmel
F: Chad Kunz
—, 4, —, —, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4 = 112 pts. Waldbeit 3, 4, 4, —, 4= 41 pts. Wasserbeit 4, 4, 4, 2,
—, 4, —, 4, 4= 94 pts. Feldbeit
4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 3, 3, 2 = 51 pts. Gehorsam
Total= Prz. l, 298 pts.
Alexis Roche Jaune DK 0164/16 Prz. ll ,292 points (4h search)
M: Katrina von Kings Crossing
V: Finn vom Höllental
F: James Adkins
—, 3, —, —, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4 =107 pts. Waldbeit 2, 4, 4, —, 4 =38 pts. Wasserbeit
4, 4h, 4, 4, —, 4, —, 3, 4 97 pts. Feldbeit 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3, —, 2 50 pts. Gehorsam
Total=Prz. ll, 292 points (4h search)
Beatrix vom Golden Sun DK 0006/16 Prz.ll, 291 pts.
M: Ottie von Kings Crossing
V: Finn vom Höllental
F:Vanita Bellanca Skinner
—, 3, —, —, 2, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4,=107 pts. Waldbeit 2, 4, 4, —, 4= 38 pts. Wasserbeit 4, 4, 4, 4,
—, 4, —, 4, 4 =100 pts. feldbeit
4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3 —, 2= 50pts. Gehorsam
Total= Prz.ll, 291 pts.
Judges: Leigh Betsch, Gerald Hennekes, Jim Seidl, and Darwin Paddock.

Solms/AZP/HZP
Covington, GA
27.10.18
HZP
Benelli vom Himmel-Geezer DD234828, 178pts.
M: Genny lll vom Wildflugel
V: Mentor lV del Zeffiro
F: Ronald Allison
10, 11, 10,10, 10, 9, 10, —,—,10, 10, 9, 10, 178pts.
Solms
Anna vom Fluss Ufer, DK124717 Prz. II Solms
M: Cayenne vom Adlerberg
V: Finn vom Höllental
F: Kurt Ratchek
4, 4, 4, 3, 3, —, —, 4, 4, 2, 3, 3, 4, Prz. II Solms
Anton vom Fluss Ufer DK124617 Prz. II Solms
M: Cayenne vom Adlerberg
V: Finn vom Höllental
F: Kurt Ratchek
4, 4, 4, 4, 4, —,—, 4, 2, 3, 3, 4, Prz. II Solms
Bodie vom Kleinen Fluss DK1234/17 Prz. 1 Solms
M: Dixie vom Speidel
V: Bento von der Kopperburg
F: Shawm May
4, 4, 4, 4, 4, —, —, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 4, Prz. 1 Solms
Judges: Dave Peasley, Dave Brewer, Mike Schlapa
Zuchtschau
Covington, GA
26.10.18
Zuchtschauleiter: David Peasley
Young Males
Anton vom Fluss Ufer
M: Cayenne vom Adlerberg
V: Finn vom Höllental
Z: Kurt Ratchek
“SG”
Adult Females
Dolce Vita von den Donau-Wirbeln 900917
M: Christal von den Donau-Wirbeln
V: Emil vom Hege-Hof
Z: Catinel Pauna
“SG”

AZP
Covington, GA
28.10.18
Dolce Vita von der Donau-Wirbeln 900917 AZP Prz.0
M: Christal von den Donau-Wirbeln
V: Emil vom Hege-Hof
F: Kurt Ratchek
4, 3, 4, 2, 3, —, —, 4, 0, 0, 2, 2, 4 AZP Prz.0
Judges: Dave Peasley, Dave Brewer, Mike Schlapa
HZP/ Solms
Pierre, SD
04.11.18
HZP Etta vom Ike DD 234240 206 pts (176 and 30 for rabbit track)
M: Esther von Slaney-Vale
V: Jack ll vom Liether-Moor
E: Mark Shashikant
F: Brian Cuperus
10, 10, 9, 10, 9, 10, 10, 10, —, —, 10, 10, 10, 206 pts
Solms Beulah vom Hügel Hafen DK 0810/17 Prz.III
M: Dakota KS von Trocken Bach
V: Joker vom Gänsehimmel
F: Chad Kunz
3, 4, 2, 4, 4, —, —, 4, 4, 4, 2, 3, 4 Prz.lll
Judges: HZP/Solms: Vanita Bellanca Skinner, Tobias Kawlath,
and Tom Skinner.
VGP
Pierre, SD
05.06.11.18
Bazil vom Golden Sun 000616 Prize III, 279 pts.
M: Ottie von Kings Crossing
V: Finn vom Höllental
F: Dusty Galer
—, 4, —,—, 4, 0, 0, 4, 4, 4, 3 =81 waldbeit,
4, 4, 4, —, 4= 44 wasserbeit
4, 4, 4, 4, —, 4, —, 4, 4= 100 feldbeit
4, 4, 4, 3, 4, 4, —, 4 =54 Gehorsam
Total 279 pts. Prz. lll
Judges:
VGP: Hans Machetanz, Tobias Kawlath, and Brian
Cuperus.

NAKP
08.-11.11.18
Pierre, SD USA
Gruppe 1 RO Tom Skinner
Mark Peasley
Ferdinand Schlattmann
Gruppe 2 RO Marion Bertling
Dave Peasley
Hans Machetanz
NAKP Prüfungsleiter: Hans Machetanz
Zuchtrichters: Hans Machetanz, David Peasley, Ferdinand Schlattman

Suchensieger
Beatrix vom Golden Sun 0006/16
M: Ottie von Kings Crossing
V: Finn vom Höllental
F:Vanita Bellanca Skinner
136 pkts Pries 1 4h Suche, 4h Vorstehen, Formwert " SG1"
Oskar K.S. Theelshof 0339/10
M: Ida vom Theelshof
V: Polo KS vom Gleistal
F: Tobias Kawlath
136 pkts Pries 1 4h Suche, 4h Vorstehen, Formwert “SG2"

Beatrix NAKP
Suchenseiger

Baron vom Nordstern 0009/15
M: Jule vom Osterberg
V: Dolf vom Adlerberg
F: Chris Fritz
136 pkts Pries 1 Formwert “V2"
Bazil vom Golden Sun 0002/16
M: Ottie von Kings Crossing
V: Finn vom Höllental
F: Dusty Galer
136 pkts Pries 1 Formwert "SG1"

KS Oscar

Alexis Roche Jaune 0164/16
M: Katrina von Kings Crossing
V: Finn vom Höllental
F: James Adkins
133pkts Pries 1 4h Suche 4h Vorstehen, 4h Stobern mit Ente
Formwert " SG2"

Baron and Chris

Kyril DChK aus dem Konigswald 0362/12
M: Elfe aus dem Königswald
V: Apollo vom Ährenfeld
F: Reiner Seidel
131 Pries 2 Formwert “V1"
Finn vom Höllental 0799/13
M:Pepper KS vom Theelshof
V: Scout KS vom Riverwoods
F: Vanita Bellanca Skinner
131 Pries 2 Formwert “SG3"

Dusty and Bazil

Charger vom Wüstenjager 0667/12
M: Orie vom Riverwoods
V: Artus von der Riverfelds
F: Wayne Touvve
131 Pries 2 Formwert "SG"

Non NAKP Zuchtschau
08.11.18 Pierre, SD
Zuchtrichters: Hans Machetanz,
D a v i d P e a s l e y, F e r d i n a n d
Schlattman

Reiner and

+Kyrill

Alexis

Young Females
Aeden vom Flusswald 016518
M: Ada vom Riverwoods
V: Mason vom Riverwoods
E: Lark Fredricksen
“SG”
Adult Males
Baltazhaar vom Golden Sun 000616
M: Ottie von Kings Crossing
V: Finn vom Höllental
E: Ryan Andvik
“SG”

Finn

Charger and Wayne

Test Report – 8th Semi-Annual North American Kurzhaar Prüfung
2018 NAKP, Pierre, South Dakota, USA
November 8-11, 2018
Story by Jaime Adkins
“Well… this was a real fine idea” I said to Dusty Galer, one of many friends with whom I was going to share the 2018
NAKP. Dusty said “yeah, last year we were shooting roosters here in our shirt sleeves on this very day.”
It was November 8th, 2018 and we were standing on the west bank of the Missouri River in Fort Pierre, SD. The river had
a good 3’ of whitecapped chop on it from the 20 mph wind coming out of the northwest. All standing water had been
frozen solid by low temperatures the last few nights. There was 3 inches of snow on the ground, an afternoon high of 27 F
and 80% humidity.
Thus began the 2018 NAKP.
The Zuchtschau
In spite of the weather, the Zuchtschau went pretty well. The patio was sheltered from the wind and provided a good place
to read micro-chips, look at teeth and measure height, etc.
The sliding glass door and big picture windows of the Conference Center provided the gallery unfettered access and a
good view of the lawn between the patio and the river bank. Plenty of warm beverages kept everyone defrosted.
I have watched over 30 Zuchtschaus since 2001. Over the years the various DKV Formwert Richters have been
surprisingly consistent and called it as they saw it. Our Senior Formwert Richter for this event was the highly respected
Ferdinand Schlattman. He upheld the high standards expected of a DKV conformation judge. Most of the conformation
ratings were confirmed. A couple dogs were down graded and none were upgraded. Two male dogs had their V
conformation confirmed. One male dog Herr Schlattman had previously given an SG to a few weeks earlier was lowered
to a G because it was missing a primary tooth. Whether that was because of an oversight before or a recent
undocumented loss, no one knows. The bottom line was, he called it as he saw it that day. All decisions were clearly
explained and justified. It was a valuable education for everyone.
FIELD WORK
It is truly sad that more dogs did not participate in this test. It ended up becoming the best test I have ever been to. It was
a rare opportunity. Thirteen (13) dogs had originally registered for the test. One dog, had been killed in an accident. Three
others withdrew shortly before the test and the one dog that received a conformation grade of G was disqualified. That left
eight (8) dogs for the two judging groups.
One aspect critical to the success of a test is the selection of the testing grounds. The test should be held in a location
where the habitat and game numbers are capable of challenging a dog to demonstrate it excels in the hunting categories
we value the most. The skilled use of a fine nose, searching thoroughly, pointing staunchly, obedience and collaboration in
the presence of game. Retrieving quickly and reliably.
Such places are rare in the USA. Most rely on pen raised birds. Tom and Vanita Skinner did a phenomenal job of
arranging access to world class testing grounds. The primary grounds were located on the Ross Nielsen Family Farm
south of Pierre. Their farm is well managed and an awesome place to hunt wild pheasants. It had lots of savy wild birds
and great habitat to truly challenge a dog.

I have been to more than a few dog tests since my first in 2001. From Texas to Washington in eleven different states. I
have never seen a test on better grounds or had to test under more challenging conditions.
The judges picked an open field for the first search and gun sensitivity testing. Each of the dogs in our group got emptied
out, ran well and did fine. Only one encountered game that first run.
Next we went to a beautiful spot that had awesome habitat and a lot of birds. We had a great view and got to watch some
nice searches and pointing on wild birds.
“DOG NUMBER FOUR” Someone yelled out!
“That’s us!” I said. It was finally our turn to search. We were summoned to the end of a small slough maybe half a mile
long. It had tall grass and the bottom was choked with brush and cattails and it contained an elongated pond half way
down. The three previous dogs had searched It and produced some game, pointed well, but did not cover the upper end
and far side of the pond thoroughly. We had seen a few birds go into it. I was hoping the judges could see how well this
dog could run. As I released Lexi to search she exploded across that drainage and began to to sweep it edge to edge.
She got the wind and marked scent right away, slowed down and began to stalk. I knew there had to be a lot of scent for
her to change her search like that. Within a minute she was on point. As Hans Machetanz, the head judge and I
approached within a few yards of her Hans said let’s just wait. After a couple minutes a rooster flushed but she did not
move, just cocked her head a little. She was telling us there were more birds there and she was right. We moved a little
closer and a hen flushed. We waited a minute or so. The birds moved. Lexi picked up her head and began to relocate.
She was soon on point again. Again as we approached a rooster exploded in front of her and she stayed on point. As we
got closer another rooster flew. We would have had a limit right there.
Then she began to search again casting from the fence to the pond until the scent was right and then pointed. She
repeated the whole amazing sequence 3 or 4 more times over the next 10 minutes. Finally Hans said “I’ve seen enough”.
As we walked back to the parking area Hans said “don’t worry, we will give her another chance to search.”
True to his word Hans took us to another big field with less cover. The first two dogs searched well as a pair but did not
encounter game. Then we went across the road to another field for the next two dogs.
Hans asked for Baby Bea (Beatrix vom Golden Sun) and Lexi. The field was about 160 acres on a steep hillside with
modest green winter wheat cover and some heavier dry grass and weeds along the bottom. Hans told us to compete. As
Vanita and I scurried across the upper end of the field to get to the better cover and wind, Baby Bea and Lexi were casting
back and forth across the whole darn field. They were working independently and competitively keeping an eye on each
other and would cross periodically. They thoroughly covered the whole field casting 200-300 yards to each side as we
advanced. Always using the wind.
As luck would have it, after covering 80% of the field on one of Lexi’s last casts she marked scent down in the bottom and
began to stalk. Baby Bea was already headed that way and swung around to catch the wind behind her. Lexi locked on
point and had a bird pinned in a strip of tall grass. Baby Bea was right behind, 30 yards away with a nose full of scent and
she demonstrated her fine manners by honoring the point. As Vanita and I hurried to the dogs Hans yelled at us to stop.
The judges and gallery just wanted to enjoy the view. We stopped. After about 5 minutes we were told to pick up our dogs.
A big fat heavily feathered old rooster got up a little out of range as we approached. It was really really fun.
WATER WORK
That night it got down to single digits again. It was difficult to find water that was calm and not frozen. The testing
entourage went to a couple of places on the Missouri River hoping to find a place to do water work. The wind was over 20
mph again and the temperature had warmed up into the high teens. The whitecapped waves were 3’ high and there was
no cover on the edge. The judges found this to be unacceptable.

Every place we went that had proper cover was mostly frozen. The judges walked on the ice and concluded it was not
consistent enough to be safe. They said they were concerned we would end up with a dog under the ice. Finally the
judges decided to hide ducks in a 7-10 acre heavy cattail bed by a frozen pond for the search after the duck. Their
reasoning was… Even if there water was open, the ducks always end up back down in the thick cover anyway. It was an
extensive cattail bed. There was a strong wind and the cover was very tough for a man to walk through but it was the best
they could come up with under these conditions.
Four ducks were released into the cover by the judges. Each handler and dog were then brought to the cover and
individually given an opportunity to search for a duck. The starting point was upwind of the cover. Each Handler was
instructed not to enter the cover.
After the first three dogs worked it was our turn. Lexi burrowed into the heavy cover and started searching. There had
been a lot of action in there and a lot of scent and there was only one duck left in a huge area. I could not see much the
whole time. Lexi would pop out here and there and then go right back in. After about 12-15 minutes Lexi came with the
duck, sat and delivered it perfectly. The judges were located on a hillside above the cover. They said they had a great
view of the whole thing and that Lexi covered the perimeter of the pond and the whole cattail bed quickly, thoroughly and
methodically and never lost her focus. They commented favorably on her perseverance.
Finally we went to a pond that was surrounded with ice but had an open area big enough to test gun sensitivity in water.
The judges created a safe entry point to the open water and were careful not to throw ducks in a spot that would place a
dog in danger of breaking through the ice or getting trapped under it. There was still some risk if a dog decided to not take
the direct route but it was the best we could expect under those conditions. Each dog took a direct route and passed with
flying colors.
Overall for the 2018 NAKP there were 8 dogs tested at the 2018 NAKP. All passed the test. Six (6) dogs earned a Prize 1
and two (2) earned a Prize 2.
The most amazing thing was that Oscar KS vom Theelshof earned two (2) 4h’s at 9 years of age. Pretty impressive for the
old warrior! Beatrix vom Golden Sun earned two (2) 4h’s for search and pointing and was the Suchensieger. Alexis Roche
Jaune earned three (3) 4h’s for nose, pointing and search after the duck but none of that was the most important. The
purpose of the NAKP was accomplished.
The purpose of the North American Kurzhaar Prüfung (NAKP) is to provide a means whereby American DK breeders can
assess the current status of their breeding stock as compared to the highest Deutsch Kurzhaar Verband (DKV) standards
without having to travel to Europe. The test is an important tool provided by the DKV and is central to their focus to
continuously improve the performance and quality of the Deutsch Kurzhaar breed worldwide. The test format is identical
to the International Kurzhaar Prüfung (IKP) held semi-annually
I think every handler there learned where he was at along the path to improve the quality and performance of his or her
dogs and the DK breed. It would have been nice if there had been greater participation. I would like to Thank the DKV for
sanctioning this event. In my opinion it was “Mission Accomplished” and the best overall test I have ever been to.
Waidmannsheil! Jaime

Tall Timbers Carolina Fall Field Day
On 26 October 2018, CDKA sponsored the Tall Timbers Carolina Fall Field Day, which despite
the rain and cold, was a tremendous turnout! 125+ quail enthusiasts, landowners and land
managers attended the event where presentations covering some of the latest in quail
research were given along with a question/answer session featuring Tall Timbers' Game Bird
biologists. The Field Day concluded with a field tour of Heatherstone Farm, a private,
intensively managed wild quail property in the upstate of South Carolina. Tall Timbers'
Carolina Regional Quail Project is working to expand acres of wild quail habitat to more than
100,000 acres across east Georgia, South Carolina, and North Carolina.

The CDKA had a booth for the 37th Annual Game Fair on August 10-12th and August
17–19th 2018in Ramsey, MN. The Game Fair is an outdoor expo showcasing the latest
and greatest in hunting equipment, daily seminars on everything outdoors, and a variety
of fun contests. It is a family and pet friendly event (pets are strongly encourage to
come). More information can be obtained about this event at their website:
www.gamefair.com
This was an excellent opportunity to promote the CDKA, educate people about the
Deutsch Kurzhaar, to meet new people and catch up with friends.
We had a wonderful turnout with many of our members helping out over the two
weekends. Special thanks to Ryan Andvik, Chad and Jennifer Kunz, Tom Skinner, Jim
Seidl and Dusty Galer to help spread the word about the DK and the CDKA!
The 2019 Game Fair will be held the weekends of 10th and 11th and 17th and 18th of
August, we are making plans to attend again. Please contact Ryan for more information
about this great expo at (701) 367-01813; rtandvik@gmail.com

CDKA 2019 TESTING AND TRAINING SCHEDULE
(Subject to Change)

30 March 2019 Pierre SD —JGHV Apprentice Seminar — RSVP — derkurzhaar@live.com
605.301.4820
13 April 2019 Derby/ Zuchtschau Lakefield, MN —- dusty.galer@hotmail.com 507.822.4935
27 April 2019 Derby/Zuchtschau Covington, GA — centerlinefireprotection@yahoo.com
770.374.8677
4 May 2019 Derby/Zuchtschau Lakefield, MN — dusty.galer@hotmail.com 507.822.4935
11-12 May Training Weekend Pierre, SD area derkurzhaar@live.com 605.301.4820
18 May 2019 Derby Bowdon, ND cjkunz@doublehdk.com 701.509.0757
8- 9 June Training Weekend Pierre, SD area derkurzhaar@live.com 605.301.4820
13-14 July Training Weekend Pierre, SD area derkurzhaar@live.com 605.301.4820
6-8 September 2019 Solms/AZP/VGP Lakefield, MN dusty.galer@hotmail.com 507.822.4935
28 September 2019 Solms cjkunz@doublehdk.com 701.509.0757
12 October 2019 Solms/AZP/HZP Worden, MT roche_jaune@yahoo.com 406.633.0825
25-27 Solms/AZP/VGP Covington, GA — centerlinefireprotection@yahoo.com
770.374.8677

Please contact the CDKA Director of Testing Jamie Adkins at: 406.633.0825 or by e-mail at:
roche_jaune@yahoo.com
for more information about hosting, coordinating or sponsoring a seminar or test event!

Breeding Announcements
Atos v East River 0780/07
D1, HN, AZP1, NAKP 1, 134pts., V2
HD frei
M: Tosca v Inviertel ÖZHB 19892
V: Atos ze Stipek CLP/KO68803/98

Alexis Roche Jaune 0164/16
VJP 74, D1, S1, HZP 177 VGP 292 Pz.II, NAKP
1,136pts., SG, HD-A2
M: Katrina von King’s Crossing 1034/11
V: Finn vom Höllental 0799/13

This is a breeding with two dogs that are very similiar in temperment, drive, desire and
cooperation. We expect exceptional hunting dogs which will be easy to train, honest
retrievers and exceptional trackers.
Pups to be whelped February 2019
For more information please contact Jamie Adkins : roche_jaune@yahoo.com
or phone 406.633.0825

Beatrix vom Golden Sun 0006/16
D2(J) D1, VJP 76, S1, HZP 180
VGP 291 Pz.II NAKP 136 pts. Pr.1,
HD-A1 HN Fw: V
M: Ottie von Kings Crossing 0557/13
V: Finn vom Höllental 0799/13 68539/1

Oscar KS vom Theelshof 0339/10 61313/1
D1(J),S1, VBR, LN, IKP1, VW-VGP1
SW3, BICP3, HN
HD-A1, Fw: SG
M: Ida vom Theelshof 0864/06 58399/1
V: Polo KS vom Gleistal 0903/03 55245/1

This is a performance breeding of two exceptionally talented DKs who are the epitome of the Deutsch
Kurzhaar race. Pups should be whelped by mid April or May. For more information, please contact:
Vanita or Tom Skinner at: derkurzhaar@live.com or phone 605.222.7173
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Worden
St. Joseph
Crownsville
Mantua
Tampa
Pierre
Shushan
Salzbergen
Hendricks
Arlington Hts
Arlington Hts
Brookings
Littleton
Sioux Center
Lakefield
Lakefield
Cheyenne
Harlem
Boos
Perrysburg
Barnhart
Cheyenne
Pierre
Pierre
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715 E South Street
APO
CMR 415 Box 3115
Breitenbrunn
Zur Judendherberge 2
Des Plaines
731 3rd Ave
Des Plaines
731 3rd Ave
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762 41st Ave SE
Bowdon
762 41st Ave SE
Grand Haven
1325 Oakes Road
Boos
Reichau 21
Dublin
5227 River Forest Road
Stockdorf
Bernauerstr 5
Weddelbrook 5
Karkenredder 5
Alexandria
63 Fox Hollow Road
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Draper
28757 226th St.
Hays
20688 SD Highway 63
Travelers Rest
101 Lake Hills Lane
San Carlos
1020 Drake Ct.
Bethelem
141 Regency Drive
Ft. Pierre
2022 Beach Drive
Pierre
29029 Tower Ct
Hayes
25122 206th St
Bismarck
1626 N. 26th St.
Salzbergen
Tannenweg 20
Coburg
Kuerengrund 56
Cambridge
W9198 Blue Spruce Lane
Peru
611 S CR 900E
Pierre
801 JoAnn Road
St. Clair Shores
21721 O'Connor St
Pierre
801 JoAnn Road
Pierre
500 Poplar
Pierre
500 Poplar
Sioux Falls
6705 W. 51st Street
Benton
35 Woods Road
Benton
35 Woods Road

ADDRESS
2760 N. 24th Road
521 Graceview Drive
554 Maynadier Lane
775 N. Main St.
3208 W Palmetto Street
1983 Deer Park Place
1081 County Road 61
Dieselstrasse 20
48631 200 Street
1810 N. Clarence Avenue
1810 N. Clarence Avenue
22089 471 Avenue
7247 South Windemere St.
3268 380th Street
83519 460th Avenue
83519 460th Avenue
4800 Rogers Ave
141 Village Run
Reichau 96
30847 East River
8048 Clover Lane
900 Morgan Ranch Road
57501
68901
AE
08359
60060
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58418
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49417
87737
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24576
03222
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94070
30620
57532
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ZIP
59088
56374
21032
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33607
57501
12873
48499
56136
60004
60004
57006
80120
51250
56150
56150
82009
30814
87737
43551
63102
82007
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soricina@me.com
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elizabethyoung@verizon.net

lmschander1@gmail.com
ferdischlattman@aol.com
o.schwarm@gmx.de
kurzhaarguy@charter.net
racksntracks@gmail.com
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tim.skinner13@gmail.com
derkurzhaar@live.com

6005-0205

401.580.1814
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570.458.4978
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2220-0033 SW
920.728.0885
2233-0014
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586.879.3165
1103-0005 FRSW605.301.4820

605.280.2667
701.650.0418

650.654.3646
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PHONE
406.633.0825
701.367.0813
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non-hunter
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hunter
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hunter
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hunter
hunter
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hunter
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hunter
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hunter
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hunter
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hunter
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hunter
hunter
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hunter
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hunter
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non-hunter
hunter
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hunter
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hunter
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hunter
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2222-0046
hunter
6144025426
hunter
2206-0013 FR
hunter
2208-0029 VDH ZR
hunter
603.744.3072
hunter
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VR/FR

dwpeasley@gmail.com
6005-0097 FR
2233-0037-A
markpeasley@yahoo.com
centerlinefireprotection@yahoo.com
nixxmail@yahoo.com
crriggle@q.com

uli-krause1@gmx.de
shawnmay_home@yahoo.com
h.machentanz@online.de
klausmeinert@web.de
Jmusheno@metrocast.net
danmusielwicz@gmail.com

jekelloggcc@gmail.com
cjkunz@doublehdk.com
cjkunz@doublehdk.com

randyjirsa@hotmail.com
predatorquest@live.com
Levi.steven.johnson@gmail.com
t.kawlath@m-at.de

mark@dayweather.com

ddsdan10550@gmail.com
randallcherry@earthlink.net
brcuper@mtcnet.net
dusty.galer@hotmail.com
saijemariegaler22@gmail.com
claytongaunt@yahoo.com
dpgstrut@gmail.com
christine@hammerer.de
hartkopfdds@gmail.com

EMAIL
roche_jaune@yahoo.com
rtandvik@gmail.com
caldrich12@comcast.net
vomabendlander@live.com
slbayley@hotmail.com
jrbeast80@gmail.com
dlbellanca@gmail.com
marion.bertling@web.de
ltb@itctel.com
vomsparta@gmail.com
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GERMANY
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SD
SD
SD
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CA
GA
SD
SD
SD
ND
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GERMANY
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IN
SD
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SD
SD
SD
SD
PA
PA
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2019
2018
2018
2018
2019 TAT
2018
2019
2018
2018
2018
2019
2019

2017 TAT
2018
2019
2018
2018
2019
2018
2018
2018
2019

NOTES MEMBER#
DUES
2018
2018
2018
2017
ok
ok
ok
2019
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018 TAT
2018
2019
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2019
2018

Continental Deutsch-Kurzhaar Association
Sponsored Membership Application
The Continental Deutsch Kurzhaar Association (CDKA) is a behavior based organization created for the express
purpose of preserving and enhancing of the Deutsch Kurzhaar breed as defined by the Deutsch Kurzhaar Verband (DKV).
The association seeks to accomplish these goals by strict adherence to the rules and regulations promulgated by the DKV
and Jagdgebrauchshundverband e.V. (JGHV) and by following the official CDKA Code of Conduct.
In order to maintain these high standards, membership is available only to those individuals who can demonstrate by a
character reference that they will follow the regulations of the DKV and JGHV and the CDKA Code of Conduct. Members
must also be interviewed at the discretion of the CDKA Executive Board or appointed member and revisit the CDKA Code
of Conduct agreement, which will include re-signing and re-dating the Code of Conduct Agreement. The character
reference shall be provided by a sponsor. The sponsor must be a member of the association in good standing.
Membership is available regardless of race, color, creed or gender orientation as long as the stated requirements are
met. Applications will be reviewed by the Board of Directors and applicants will be notified of their status following the next
regularly scheduled board meeting. If your application is not accepted, your check will be returned along with the reason
for rejection.
At this time CDKA is only offering a yearly membership of $80.00US payable to CKDA. Donations are welcome. Please
remit payment with this application and signed CDKA Code of Conduct to: CDKA Treasurer, 801 JoAnn Road Pierre, SD
57501.
Membership begins 1 January 2019

Applicant Name:_________________________________________________________JGHV NO._________
Applicant Address__________________________________________________________________________
Street

City

State

Zip Code

E-mail Address: _________________________________________Phone:_____ _______________________
(h)/(m)
Applicant Signature: ______________________________________________Date: _____________________
Are you
(will you be a)breeder? :________________KennelName:__________________________________________
How many dogs do you presently own?__________________

Reference (Sponsor): ________________________________________________________________________
ReferenceAddress:_________________________________________________________________________
Street

City

State

Zip Code

E-mail Address:
_________________________________Phone:__________________________________(h)/(m)

For Board use only:

Please return along with your membership application to:
Continental Deustch-Kurzhaar Association (CDKA)
801 JoAnn Road
Pierre, SD 57501
The membership of the Continental Deutsch-Kurzhaar Association (CDKA) is dedicated to:
* Promoting the standard of the breed through testing in accordance of the DKV.
* Advancing the objectives and integrity of the CDKA.
* Protecting and advancing the breed and individual Deutsch-Kurzhaar
* Promoting quality and integrity in breeding programs as in the spirit of the DKV.
This code is established to further the objectives of the club as set forth in Section 2 of the CDKA Constitution
and By-laws.
CDKA members recognize that as individuals, our practices of ownership, breeding, sportsmanship, and ethics
directly affect the welfare and preservation of the Deutsch-Kurzhaar .
The Board and members of the CDKA realize that no code will ever cover every behavior necessary to protect
the breed.
Therefore we acknowledge our actions are the truest reflection of our personal integrity and ethics, our
commitment to the enhancement of our Deutsch-Kurzhaar community, as well as improvement of the
Deutsch-Kurzhaar breed, and our true concern for the welfare of the Deutsch-Kurzhaar.
1. Promoting the Standard of the Breed CDKA members agree to:
A) Use the breed and testing standard created by the DKV and adopted by the Continental Deutsch-Kurzhaar
Association to assess the suitability of dogs' temperament, hunting abilities and conformation as prescribed by
the Deutsch-Kurzhaar Verband.
B) Participate in and/or support events which promote the breed standard, testing and reflect the breed's
history and heritage.
2. Advancing the Objectives and Integrity of the Club CDKA members agree to:
A) Adhere to all DKV and JGHV rules, regulations and requirements pertaining to the sport of dogs, the
Constitution, Bylaws of the Continental Deutsch-Kurzhaar Association, Deutsch-Kurzhaar Verband and JGHV
and this Code of Conduct (COC).
B) Share knowledge truthfully, constructively and respectfully when conveying information about members and
members' breeding programs, as well as about individual Deutsch-Kurzhaar.
C) Display good sportsmanship and conduct ourselves in a manner that gives credit to the CDKA, and the
Deutsch-Kurzhaar breed.
D) Encourage and promote public awareness, value and ethics of responsible pet ownership and exceptional
hunting dogs.
E) Ensure that in all dog related activities, the dog's welfare takes precedence over considerations of breeders,
trainers, owners, organizations, sponsors, and officials.
F) Participate in activities and programs sponsored by the CKDA to the best of our ability.
3. Protecting the Interests of the Breed and Individual Dogs CDKA members agree to:
A) Keep only as many dogs for which they can provide a high standard of health care, shelter, nutrition,
attention, affection, and overall care.
B) Provide appropriate training, exercise and supervision to ensure their dogs are well mannered, kept in safe
conditions, and are not abused or neglected.
C) Not allow their dogs to roam at large unsupervised, nor to become a public nuisance or a public burden.
D) Ensure to their best ability that all dogs they place are not brokered, wholesaled or consigned through a pet
shop, auction or other commercial establishment; and are not offered as prizes in contests, raffles or
fundraising events.
E) Ensure to their best ability that no stud dog or brood bitch owned by them is bred to any dog or bitch whose
owner is directly or indirectly involved with any dog broker, puppy mill, pet shop that retails dogs, auction, litter
lot sales, or any other commercial enterprise whose business is involved in these activities.
F) Ensure that all animals released to the care of others have received the health care appropriate for their age
and needs.
G) Prior to placing any Deutsch-Kurzhaar, discuss with the prospective owner the health care and behavior
management needs of the dog and provide recommendations for general care.
H) Guarantee the health of the dog subject to a veterinarian's examination, at a minimum, within 72 hours of
placement.

I) Provide assistance with the CDKA Breed Warden to dogs of their breeding in need of rehoming. Stud dog
owners must also assist with placement of their stud dogs offspring.
J) Use a written contract detailing all guarantees, obligations, and expectations of sellers, buyers, receivers
and providers of services.
K) Assure that any dog they place which is not suitable for breeding is placed with non-breeding contract. A
spay/neuter requirement encouraged and recommended.
4. Promoting Quality and Integrity in Breeding Programs
Members who wish to breed Deutsch-Kurzhaar should do so with the full understanding of the responsibility
they bear to the future of the breed and with the paramount intention of improving and protecting the breed.
Breeders must understand the breed standard, evaluate individual mature dogs' traits, evaluate traits present
in a breeding dog's immediate and extended family, and apply the principles of genetics. Additionally breeders
should have a practical knowledge of mating, care of the bitch in whelp, raising a litter, and the time, effort and
resources required to engage in this activity. The member must discuss planned breeding with the CDKA
Breed Warden, to assure the best outcome of planned pairing.
Ideally the suitability of Deutsch-Kurzhaars for breeding purposes should be assessed after twenty-four months
of age, and after completion of BASIC requirements for breeding/testing are fulfilled according to the DKV and
CDKA.
CDKA members who breed agree to:
A) Mandatory DNA test all dogs who meet DKV breeding requirements.
B) Must be a member of CDKA for a minimum of two (2) years.
C) CDKA members Deutsch-Kurzhaars may only be bred within the DKV.
D) Ensure a female bears puppies no more than two out of three seasons. A period of a one year rest between
litters is desirable.
E) Provide new owners the following documentation: this COC, DKV ahnentafel, a health and veterinary care
history, a vaccination schedule, a checklist for general care and training.
F) Remain available for advice, when sought, for the lifetime of offspring from their dogs.
G) Ensure to the best of their ability that puppies produced from any of their Deutsch-Kurzhaar will be raised
and sold in a manner in accordance with this COC.
H) Confer with CDKA Breed Warden to assess whether prospective breeding candidates and their immediate
relatives are affected with or carriers of hereditary disease for which there is diagnostic testing. Such hereditary
diseases include, but may not be limited to, elbow dysplasia, eye disease, thyroid disease, heart disease, and
von Willebrand disease.
I) Refrain from using dogs for breeding which, although unaffected with a specific physical or temperament
defect, consistently produce afflicted offspring with different mates.
J) Transfer puppies to new owners in accordance with the laws of their state and meet, at least, the minimum
federal standard for transporting puppies (8 weeks of age).
As a member of the Continental Deutsch-Kurzhaar Association (CDKA) that is affiliated with the JGHV
(Jagdebrauchshundverband e.V.), VDH (verband für das Deutsche Hündwessen), and FCI (Federation
Cynologique Internationale) I agree to abide by this Code of Conduct.
I understand knowingly abusing this Code of Conduct will result in expulsion and permanent removal from the
CDKA.
Signature:______________________________________________________
Date: _________________________________________________________
Executive Board to review with member periodically

2018-19

